Abstract-Shared memory management is widely recognized as an optimization technique in the virtualized cloud. Most current shared memory techniques allocate shared memory resources from guest VMs based on pre-defined system configurations. Such static management of shared memory not only increases the VM memory pressure, but also limits the flexibility to balance shared memory resources across multiple VMs running on a single host. In this paper, we present a dynamic shared memory management framework that enables multiple VMs to dynamically access shared memory resources according to their demands. We illustrate our system design through two case studies: One aims to improve the performance of interdomain communication while the other aims to improve VM memory swapping efficiency. We demonstrate that the dynamic shared memory mechanism not only improves the utilization of shared memory resources but also significantly enhances the performance of VM applications. Our experimental results show that by using dynamic shared memory management, we can improve the performance of inter-VM communication by up to 45 times, while mitigating the VM memory swapping overhead by up to 58%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Shared memory technique, originally introduced for optimizing inter-process communication, is gaining increasing attention as a kernel-level optimization technique for efficient executions of virtual machines (VMs) in virtualized cloud and data centers. For example, instead of communicating through the host OS or the hypervisor, a shared memory channel established between co-located VMs may enable network packets to be transmitted from one VM to another without the involvement of the host OS or the hypervisor [11-13, 15, 17] . By shortening the inter-VM communication path through shared memory, we can significantly enhance communication performance for both TCP and UDP workloads. Another example is to utilize shared memory between VMs to achieve efficient VM memory swapping. Concretely, when a VM is under high memory pressure and needs to swap some pages out, instead of swapping pages to disk, it can swap pages to another VM's memory which is shared to this VM. Despite the benefits of shared memory in virtualized cloud, most current shared memory optimizations allocate shared memory resources from guest VMs at system configuration time. Such static management of shared memory not only increases the VM memory pressure in the presence of memory intensive workloads, but also significantly limits the flexibility to balance the shared memory resources across multiple VMs running on a single host, especially when the shared memory demands from different VMs vary from workload to workload. Challenges still exist in terms of how to manage the shared memory resources in a more efficient manner while enabling the applications in VMs to continuously benefit from the shared memory technique.
Problems in static management of shared memory. Most existing shared memory methods deployed in the virtualized cloud statically allocate shared memory between a pair of communicating VMs [6] . This rigid management of shared memory suffers from inflexibility in the presence of a highly skewed memory intensive workload distribution across multiple co-located VMs. Therefore, static shared memory management in the virtualized cloud may result in either resource waste or VM performance degradation. In inter-domain communication cases, for instance, when a sender VM tries to forward some network packets to its colocated receiver VM, it will allocate a piece of memory from its own main memory as the communication channel to the co-located receiver VM in order to avoid the involvement of the host or the hypervisor during the packet transmission. However, the size of this shared memory cannot be adaptively adjusted based on the intensity of network traffic. If the size of the allocated shared memory is much larger than the actual requirements of the workload, the underutilized shared memory resources will be wasted. On the other hand, if the size of the allocated shared memory is insufficient to meet the workload demands, the performance of the application running on the VMs will degrade [17] .
Balance of shared memory across VMs. Another problem inherent in many current shared memory management schemes is related to the system software stack, where shared memory should be allocated. Existing shared memory mechanisms in virtualized cloud typically provide allocation of shared memory from guest VMs. In other words, a VM needs to spare some of its own memory resources in order to provide shared memory with other VMs. This guest VM based shared memory allocation, despite improving communication performance using shared memory, may cause performance degradation for memory intensive applications running on VMs due to frequent memory page swapping activities caused by insufficient working memory with respect to the application.
In this paper we address the above mentioned problems by promoting a dynamic shared memory management framework for improving virtual machine execution efficiency in virtualized cloud. Our framework has a number of unique features. First, we advocate slicing the shared memory region allocated to each guest VM into small memory chunks and utilizing the demand paging concept such that shared memory is allocated one chunk at a time. Second, instead of allocating shared memory from inside of each guest VM, we advocate the host-based (or hypervisor-level) shared memory allocation scheme, the purpose of which is to increase the flexibility of allocating and de-allocating shared memory across multiple co-located VMs according to their changing demands. Both techniques enable the flexible sharing and well-balanced management of shared memory resources across VMs on a single host. Thus, the utilization of shared memory resources can significantly improve by simply in-time allocation of the shared memory to the VMs that need it. At the same time, by pooling shared memory resources and managing them at the host OS or the hypervisor, shared memory for each guest VM can be enlarged or shrunk on demand with minimal performance overhead. To evaluate the effectiveness of our dynamic shared memory management design, we develop two prototype systems, MemPipe and MemFlex, to show how we use the dynamic shared memory management mechanism to improve inter-VM communication performance and mitigate performance interference introduced by VM memory swap, respectively. Our experimental evaluation results using these two prototype systems demonstrate that our dynamic shared memory management framework can significantly improve the execution performance of applications running on VMs, while achieving efficient utilization of shared memory resources.
II. RELATED WORK
The shared memory techniques have been adopted in distributed systems and the virtualized cloud and data centers. TreadMarks [5] proposed a distributed shared memory system that enables processes running on different physical nodes to access a globally shared virtual memory address. Similarly, [10] presents the research effort for building an elastic operating system for datacenter. The main idea is to eliminate the boundaries among the physical nodes in the same cluster, and enable the process running on one machine to access the memory resources on other machines. In addition, a new file system was designed in [8] to promote the disk I/O throughput by Phase Change Memory. Efforts to improve network I/O performance, such as [17] [11] [12] , and [13] have also been devoted to accelerating inter-VM communication performance by establishing shared memory channels among communicating VMs. In the context of VM memory swapping, [4] addressed the double paging problem in the virtualized cloud by introducing cooperative memory swapping between the host and the VMs. [18] swaps the VM memory memory to another remote VM to alleviate the impact on performance resulting from VM memory swapping in a oversubscribed virtualized cloud. Although swapping through network may be much slower than swapping through shared memory, it can be a viable alternative when disk I/O bandwidth is significantly smaller than the network I/O bandwidth.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first effort on desigining and implementing a dynamic shared memory management framework, for improving virtual machine execution efficiency by optimizing both inter-VM communication performance and VM memory swapping performance.
III. DYNAMIC MANAGEMENT OF SHARED MEMORY
In this section, we describe the design of our dynamic shared memory management framework. In the first two subsections, we introduce guest-VM based and host-OS or hypervisor based shared memory allocation methods. We will describe the shared memory allocation mechanism within a guest-VM using the grant table, a commonly used kernel interface for memory sharing in virtualization platforms. We also discuss the limitation of grant table based shared memory management, and describe a host-based dynamic shared memory mechanism that we have designed and implemented. In the next two subsections, we present two case studies: inter domain network communication and virtual machine memory swapping, to demonstrate the benefit of our host-based dynamic shared memory management for virtualized cloud.
A. Shared Memory Allocation in Guest VMs
The Grant table mechanism is widely used in virtualization platforms, such as Xen [6] , to enable memory pages being shared between VMs running on the same physical machine. In Xen, each VM is initialized with a set of pages shared with the hypervisor, and the grant table of each VM is located in these shared pages. The entries in the grant table are used to locate shared memory pages between two VMs. For instance, if VM1 wants to share one of its memory page P 1 with VM2, it first fills in one of the entries in its grant table with the property values such as the page frame to be shared, the destination VM, the access permissions of the page, and so forth. Then, VM1 transmits the reference of the grant Finally, VM1 removes the entry from the grant table such that the specific page frame allocated as shared memory region is exclusively owned by VM1 again.
Although the grant table mechanism provides generic interfaces for convenient memory sharing between VMs, it suffers from a number of limitations. For example, the shared memory is allocated statically. Thus, allocating a large shared memory region may waste memory resources that are needed by other applications running on the same guest VMs. On the other hand, allocating a too small shared memory region may degrade the performance when it is insufficient to satisfy the demands from workloads.
B. Shared Memory Allocation in Host/Hypervisor
An alternative way to establish shared memory across multiple co-located VMs in virtualized platform is to allocate a global memory region from the host. This shared memory region is dynamically managed such that each VM is allowed to access the shared memory based on its workload requirements. Unlike the grant table service provided by the guest OS kernel, there is no existing interface allowing VMs to dynamically and proportionally access the memory region allocated by the host in a shared manner. Therefore, we first discuss how to establish the shared memory among host and VMs. Then, we illustrate our dynamic shared memory management framework by using two concrete case studies: inter domain communication optimization and virtual machine memory swapping optimization. As shown in Figure 1 , the host based shared memory allocation is achieved through PCI device I/O memory remap. A shared memory initiator is created on the host, which is responsible for allocating a piece of memory region via shm open() from the host OS. shm open() creates and opens a new POSIX shared memory object, and returns the handler of the shared memory object, which can be used by other processes to map into their own address spaces. At the same time, a virtual PCI device is created and assigned to each guest VM. After the shared memory object is created, the PCI device creates a BAR (Base Address Register) in its configuration space to hold the object. It is worth noting that, in order to allow BAR to point to a memory region larger than 1GB, the PCI BASE ADDRESS MEM TYPE 64 bit must be set when the BAR of the virtual PCI device is registered. In addition to the virtual PCI device, each guest VM is assigned to a PCI device driver. The driver maps the memory region indicated by the BAR of the virtual PCI device into the guest VM's kernel address space by invoking ioremap cache(), which returns the kernel virtual address of the shared memory region after being mapped. Although it is quite possible that these kernel virtual addresses are different in different VMs, as long as the mapping is successful, the VMs are able to access the same memory region allocated from the host. Therefore, when multiple co-located VMs map the host memory region into their kernel address spaces simultaneously, the memory region allocated from the host becomes the shared memory among these guest VMs.
In addition to establishing a host allocated global shared memory among guest VMs, dynamic shared memory management is another key challenge that should be addressed in order to better capitalize on the potential benefits of shared memory in virtualized cloud. In the next two subsections, we present the key techniques for designing a dynamic shared memory management framework through two case studies and discuss why dynamic shared memory management is essential in virtualized cloud.
C. Case study: Inter Domain Communication
Network I/O workloads among VMs are dominating in most of the virtualized cloud today. For example, many big data processing frameworks such, as MapRedce [9] and Spark [2], require intermediate data to be shuffled around the worker nodes. The shuffle phase often becomes the bottleneck of the whole big data processing job due to the massive network I/Os among VMs [3] . Efforts such as using infiniband and RDMA (Remote Direct Memory Access) [14] have been made to improve the network performance among physical machines. While shared memory mechanisms are proposed to accelerate the communication efficiency among co-located VMs [11] [12] [13] 17] . However, an inherent problem that exists in most of the existing shared memory inter-VM communication systems is the inflexibility of shared memory management, which usually results in unbalanced shared memory resource utilization and degradation of the inter-VM communication performance.
Concretely, the first problem inherent in most shared memory inter-VM communication systems is the static shared memory management. Namely, the size of shared memory channel used for co-located VM communication is set at the system configuration time and fixed once it is initialized. The second problem is about what is the right size of shared memory. Since the network I/O workloads in VMs vary from time to time, it is unreasonable to use a fixed size shared memory channel for co-located inter-VM communication. Furthermore, even if the network workloads in the VMs are stable, it is difficult to decide the appropriate shared memory size that will be required by the workloads prior to their execution. Thus, the size of shared memory in existing methods is often arbitrarily decided without systematic guidance.
Therefore, we argue that the shared memory channel for inter-VM communication needs to be managed in a dynamic and workload adaptive manner to achieve both efficient memory resource utilization and high inter-VM communication performance [19] . The host based shared memory allocation provides a good opportunity to achieve flexible shared memory management in a virtualized cloud. We propose a dynamic shared memory management framework with three novel features: (1) Partitioning the shared memory resource into smaller memory chunks; (2) Employing the on demand principle to allocate each guest VM shared memory chunks proportional to its workload demands; and (3) Flexible management of free shared memory chunks to provide demand-utility balanced shared memory allocation. Figure 2 describes some details about how the memory region allocated from the host is dynamically shared by multiple VMs. First, we organize the shared memory region in terms of small memory chunks, the size of each chunk can be specified in the configuration file. Each shared memory chunk serves as the basic unit in dynamic shared memory allocation and de-allocation operations. Second, each shared memory channel between a sender VM and a co-located receiver VM is initialized with a single shared memory chunk. Additional memory chunks will be added to the shared memory channel proportionally to the demand of the network workloads between the two VMs. Memory chunks belonging to the same shared memory channel are organized into a linked list. Meanwhile, all the free chunks, which do not belong to any allocated shared memory channel, are also organized into a linked list of free chunks.
An important goal for dynamic shared memory management is to enable multiple shared memory channels for different pairs of inter-VM communication co-exist in the same host memory region, such that the dynamic expanding and shrinking of one shared memory channel does not affect the allocation and de-allocation of other shared memory channels. We introduce three metadata structures: free shm, shm descriptor, and chunk descriptor.
The first metadata structure free shm is a global metadata, which locates in the very beginning of the shared memory and is accessed by all the VMs that using the shared memory channel. The second metadata structure is shm descriptor, which records the metadata for each single shared memory channel. The key properties in this metadata are two pairs of pointers. The first pair is front, back, which points to the beginning and the end of the area where the data packets are occupied. The values of front and back are in terms of the offset in the global allocated shared memory region. Given that the shared memory region is organized in memory chunks, it is quite possible that the packet size is not aligned with the chunk size. Therefore, the second pair of pointers, front mdata and back mdata are used to specify the two memory chunks in which the front and the back are located respectively. The third metadata structure is chunk descriptor, which maintains the metadata of each single memory chunk. It contains prev and next, which act as the pointers to link different memory chunks into a list.
Each shared memory channel is initialized with a single memory chunk. Based on the workload demands, each VM can require more allocations of shared memory chunks for its shared memory channel. Thus the size of different shared memory channels may vary based on the workload demands from each of the guest VMs. We achieve this dynamic allocation by creating a separate thread, which monitors the utilization of each shared memory channel and dynamically adjusts the channel capacity.
The process of setting up a shared memory channel involves three handshakes. Specifically, when a sender VM (e.g. VM1) wants to send a packets to its co-located receiver VM (e.g., VM2), a channel create message is generated by VM1 and sent to VM2. Upon receiving this message, VM2 initialize a shared memory channel from the host allocated memory region, and sends a create ACK message, which includes the handler of the newly initialized shared memory channel, back to VM1. After receiving the create ACK, VM1 extract the shared memory channel handler from it and connects itself to the channel. Then, VM1 sends a create FIN message to VM2 to confirm that it has been successfully connected to the shared memory channel. From this point on, VM1 is able to deliver packets to VM2 through the established shared memory channel.
D. Case Study: Virtual Machine Memory Swapping
Virtual machine memory swapping is another case study that we have performed in terms of implementing and testing the shared memory management framework to show the benefits of dynamic shared memory management in virtualized cloud.
It is widely recognized that the number of concurrently running VMs on a single host machine depends on the capacity of hardware resources and the efficiency of hardware overcommitment technologies. In order to increase the density of VMs on the host platform, lots of efforts have been made on developing innovative schedulers for CPU to provide more adaptive CPU resources sharing among VMs. However, memory resource remains to be the bottleneck in virtualized environment. Unlike CPU, which can be shared by time slicing, memory resource is shared by space slicing and moving memory pages from one VM to another is relatively expensive.
Balloon driver [16] is a commonly used approach to enable memory resource overcommitment in virtualized cloud. However, ballooning driver is not a panacea. For instance, it may not move memory fast enough to satisfy the memory requirement of some VM, since VM memory swapping could be triggered while balloon driver is moving the memory across guest VMs. Another issue is the double paging problem, which is caused by the uncooperative swapping activities between the guest OSs and the host OS. The unnecessary disk I/O introduced by double paging problem could seriously affect the execution performance of guest VMs.
We argue that utilizing shared memory in the host can be an attractive system optimization for mitigating the VM performance degradation brought by VM memory swapping, while alleviating the double paging problem. From VM perspective, if there is spare host memory, then the capability of utilizing the host memory as swap area instead of disk would always be more efficient because the access speed of disk is usually about five magnitudes slower than that of memory [20] . Figure 3 gives a sketch of VM memory swapping through shared memory. First, a memory region is allocated in the host as the VM swapping area. Also, the memory pages in the shared memory region are partitioned into multiple pools, and each pool is assigned to a VM as its swap partition. Second, this globally allocated host memory region is mapped to the guest kernel space of each VM. Similar to the shared memory design for the inter domain communication optimization case, the shared memory pages belonging to the same pool are organized into a linked list, and each pool is initialized with a preconfigured size. A hash table is maintained to record the VM id and its corresponding pool address. Each VM needs to refer to this hash table to find where to swap their memory pages. A separate thread is created to monitor the utilization of each shared memory pool, and dynamically adjust the size of pools based on the memory swapping traffics from the VMs. If all the pages in a shared memory pool are used and no more free pages in the globally allocated shared memory region is available, the swapping traffics are automatically resort to the disk partition.
By supporting shared memory swapping, we can replace the disk I/O operations performed by conventional memory swapping by the copy from VM memory to host shared memory region, which significantly reduces the latency of memory swapping operations and mitigates the performance interference caused by VM memory swapping. Shared memory swapping has a number of advantages. First, it alleviates the performance degradation of the applications running on the same VM where frequent memory swapping occurs. Second, it benefits the other co-located VMs that have disk I/O intensive workloads, because the host disk I/O bandwidth can be allocated to those VMs that are running disk I/O intensive workloads. Third but not the least, shared memory based approach improves the swapping efficiency and mitigates the double paging problem. Thus, we argue that shared memory based VM memory swapping can be an attractive performance optimization mechanism when some of the host memory is available and can be utilized as shared memory region.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
We implement our dynamic shared memory framework on KVM platform, and build a set of interfaces for VM kernel to access the shared memory region. For example, struct shm area* shm init(size t size) and void shm exit(struct shm area) are two interfaces for VM kernel to allocate and destroy the shared memory region from the host. The return value struct shm area* include the offset and the length of the allocated shared memory. Access control is another category of functionality that can be incorporated into our system. Based on the dynamic shared memory management interfaces, we build two proof-of-concept systems: MemPipe, which is a inter domain communication system, and MemFlex, which is a shared memory swapping system.
V. EVALUATION
The evaluation is carried out in three steps. First, we measure the performance overhead of dynamic shared memory management by comparing the performance of benchmarks running under dynamic and static shared memory management. Second, we evaluate how the performance of inter domain communication can be improved by utilizing dynamic managed shared memory channels. Third, we demonstrate the effectiveness of shared memory swapping.
Our experimental environment includes two physical machines. Each machine has a four core 2.4GHz Intel CPU, 4GB memory, and 500GB disk, and an Gigabit network interface card. KVM 3.6 with QEMU 1.2.0 is installed in the host machine, and Linux kernel 2.6.34.14 are used as the operating system of both host and VMs. The benchmarks used include: Netperf [1], Dacapo [7] , MapReduce jobs, and other network applications such as scope, wget, sftp, and etc.
A. Dynamic vs. Static Shared Memory Management
Compared with static shared memory management, in which a single piece of shared memory is allocated to the VM at the beginning of the shared memory channel setup, dynamic shared memory management requires memory chunks to be added to and removed from the shared memory channels based on the changing demands from the VM workloads. In this set of experiments, we vary the shared memory chunk size from 2KB to 256KB to investigate how the benchmark performs in different chunk sizes. The throughput of inter domain communication is used as the performance metric. Figure 4 (a) shows the throughput measured by TCP STREAM workload generated by Netperf. The size of the messages in the workload is 8KB, and all the throughput are measured under the circumstance of dynamic shared memory management. We observe that when the chunk size increases from 2KB to 8KB, the achieved throughput slightly increases by 12.4% from 2728 Mbps to 3066 Mbps. However, the throughput does not further increase when the chunk size is larger than 8KB. This indicates that when the memory chunks size is smaller than 8KB, the high frequency of memory chunk allocation and deallocation degrades the performance of the benchmark. When the memory chunk size becomes no less than 8KB, the frequency of memory chunk allocation and deallocation during the workload execution becomes lower, and its impact on the benchmark performances becomes negligible. A smaller chunk size enables more flexible shared memory management, while a larger chunk size introduces less performance overhead. Results from Figure 4(a) give a hint that 8KB may be a reasonable choice for the chunk size to tradeoff between the flexibility and performance overhead. However, the message size in the workload used in figure  4(a) is also 8KB, and we need to make sure whether 8KB chunk size also fits other workloads with different message sizes. Therefore, we compare the performance of workloads with different message size when they are running under static and dynamic shared memory management. We vary the message size of workloads from 64B to 16KB, and allocate 32MB shared memory as the inter domain communication channel in static scenario, which is big enough to guarantee that no packets will be dropped due to the insufficient shared memory channel space. Figure  4 (b) shows that no matter for what message size, the inter domain communication performance in dynamic shared memory management case with 8KB chunk size is very similar to those in static shared memory case. Therefore, we choose 8KB as the chunk size in dynamic shared memory management for the following experiments. 
B. Inter Domain Communication
This set of experiments uses MemPipe to show how the shared memory resource is allocated with the varying demand from the VM. We also demonstrate the inter domain communication performance improvement by adopting the dynamic managed shared memory channels. Figure 5 illustrates the allocated and utilized shared memory resource under dynamic shared memory management when a UDP STREAM workload is running between two co-located VMs. The red line represents the number of allocated shared memory chunks while the black line shows the amount of actually used shared memory chunks over the measurement period. Table I displays the shared memory utilization when a UDP STREAM workload generated by Netperf is running between two co-located VMs. In static shared memory allocation case, since it is hard to accurately infer an appropriate size of shared shared memory for workloads of different message sizes, we experimentally allocate 1MB as the shared memory channel between the 2 VMs. While in the dynamic case, the shared memory is allocated based on For example, when the message size is 64 bytes, only 0.5% of shared memory has been used in static case. However, dynamic shared memory mechanism can adaptively adjust the shared memory size based on the workload demands, and achieve a higher resource utilization, which is between 45% and 94%. Second, by comparing the throughput in static and dynamic cases, we find that dynamic shared memory management leads to only up to 5.8% performance overhead. Table II compares the performance of inter domain communication in three cases: Inter Machine, which refers to communication between two physical machines, Inter VM and MemPipe, which represent the communication throughput between two co-located VMs through native network stack and dynamic managed shared memory channel respectively. TCP STREAM, UDP STREAM, TCP RR, and UDP RR workloads generated by Netperf are used in this experiment. We find that no matter for which workload, MemPipe always outperforms the other two cases. For instance, when the message size is 4KB, the throughput of TCP STREAM workload reaches 2818Mbps in MemPipe case, which is 3.01 times and 20.60 times higher than that in Inter Machine case and Inter VM case respectively. Also, the performance gap between MemPipe and the other two cases becomes bigger when the message size in the streaming workload increases from 1KB to 4KB. Taking UDP STREAM workload for an example, MemPipe outperforms Inter Machine and Inter VM case 1.88 times and 30.26 times respectively when the message size is 1KB, and the corresponding numbers grow up to 4.75 and 65.46 when the message size increases to 4KB. This is because communication with larger message size is more network bounded while network workloads with smaller message size is more CPU bounded, and network bounded workloads can be benefited from communicating via dynamic shared memory channel by shipping packets through a shorter path. Besides using the benchmarks, we also measure the performance of some widely used network applications by using MemPipe. Table III shows that compare with the Inter VM case, MemPipe improves the performance of these applications from 1.80 times to 3.18 times. For example, the throughput of vsftp-get has been improved 15MB/s to 27MB/s, while that of wget increases more than 3 times.
C. Shared Memory Based VM Memory Swapping
We evaluate the performance of MemFlex on two VMs (i.e., VM1 and VM2) running on the same host, and workloads from Dacapo are executing sequentially on the two VMs. Since some workloads from Dacapo, such as h2 and eclipse, are memory intensive, while others, such as jython and xalan, are CPU intensive. We vary the execution order of workloads in different VMs to create a scenario in which the memory demand changes from time to time in each VM. Concretely, the workloads executing in VM1 are ordered as following: jython → h2 → xalan → eclipse, while that in VM2 are arranged as eclipse → xalan → jython → h2. Table IV shows the execution time of each workload as well as the total execution time of all the workloads from the two VMs. We use baseline to denote the conventional VM memory swap without turning on MemFlex. We make several interesting observations. First, the total execution time of the workloads in each VM has been improved by 52.34% and 57.67% via using MemFlex. Since the execution of the workloads triggers VM memory swapping, which is slow disk I/O operations in native system, however, MemFlex takes the advantages of dynamic shared memory to convert those disk I/O operations to memory copies, which significant mitigates the performance overhead introduced by VM memory swapping, thus improves the overall performance of the workloads running in the VMs. Second, we observe that the peak amount of swapped memory from each VM is 1.5GB, which means if the two VM swaps together, 3GB of shared memory are needed to accommodate all the swapped data. However, the peak swapping demands from the VMs do not appear at the same time even though the total size of shared memory for swapping is configured as 2GB. Therefore, the dynamic shared memory management mechanism is able to handle this overcommitment by flexibly moving the shared memory resources between the two VMs. It is important to note that the shared memory based VM memory swapping is only turned on when there is sufficient host memory available. MemFlex resorts to disk swapping when the total swapping area simultaneously demanded by the co-located VMs exceeds to size of the host shared memory region. Third, although memory intensive workloads, such as h2 and eclipse, benefit most from shared memory swapping, MemFlex incurs negligible performance overhead for non-memory intensive workloads.
VI. CONCLUSION
Shared memory is widely used in virtualized cloud to mitigate data accessing overhead and to encourage resource sharing among different VMs or between VMs and the host. However, current shared memory design is static and configured at compile time, which suffers from two inherent problems. First, the static management of shared memory cannot adaptive to the changing workloads and often leads to poor resource utilization under skewed or changing workloads. We have presented a dynamic shared memory management framework and how it can be deployed for improving inter-VM communication efficiency and VM memory swapping efficiency. Our experimental evaluation shows the effectiveness of our dynamic shared memory management framework.
